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The #1 bestselling Gallery calendar, Cat delivers a year of extraordinary feline photographs
beautifully composed and printed, in both black and white and color, to the exacting standards
of a fine art book. Each portrait captures its subject’s grace, attitude, and enchanting spirit. A
white cat peeking over a white wall. A gorgeous marmalade posing against a blue ocean
backdrop. The luxurious mane of a Norwegian Forest Cat. It’s an elegant tribute to the delight
cats bring into our lives, and a gift the cat lover will enjoy throughout the year.

About the AuthorWorkman Publishing Company has been producing award-winning calendars,
cookbooks, parenting guides, and children’s titles, as well as gardening, humor, self-help, and
business books, since 1968. From our What to Expect® pregnancy and parenting series and
Page-A-Day® Calendars to the iconic 1,000 Places to See Before You Die® and Brain Quest®
children's products, our wide range of high-quality non-fiction titles and products inspire,
educate, and entertain readers around the globe.
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J. Shireman, “GALLERY page-a-days are the best!. Only buy GALLERY Page-A-Day
Calendars!!! These, starring professional photographs, will blow your mind when compared to
the normal page-a-day calendars, which feature crappy junk. I buy these every year for my wife,
who is a cat lover. It comes in a sweet plastic stand that does not require you to pull the pages
off. Each day, you simply slide the page out and move it to the back. Halfway through the year,
you reverse all of the pages at once and you see a set of new images. The quotes and
comments on each image are well-fitting as well. Wife is totally happy. Yay!ALWAYS look for the
word 'gallery'!”

Shari, “I LOVE THIS CALENDAR!!!!!!. We get this calendar every year! Quality is wonderful.
Changing the pages is part of my daily routine. I waited too long to order the calendar this year -
and had to wait a good month or so while it was on backorder. I missed my daily routine of
changing the pages and looking at the cats. I will order 2017 early enough to insure I have it
ready to go on Jan 1, 2017!”

Nancy, “I love it. Used to have one at home and .... I buy the Cat Page a Day Gallery Calendar
every year and it is a part of my life. I love it. Used to have one at home and at work but now that
I am retired, I have just the one next to my computer at home. It is a joy to see the cats every
day.”

Deanna Uldall, “Nicest cat calendar ever!. I don't know just what it is that makes this so nice. I
love the acrylic holder and that all the pages are saved throughout the year. The photos are high
quality, from good photographers. If you are looking for long stories on each page, this is not the
calendar for you. I appreciate that each day is mostly photo without a lot to say about it.”

Ellie, “Beautiful kitty calendar. Bought this as a Christmas gift for my sister. It's become
something of a tradition the last few years that I get her a cute cat calendar. I didn't know until I
gave it to her that she says she specifically looks to see if the calendars are by Workman
Publishing as she really enjoys them. The pictures are adorable.”

M. Turner, “Great Gift for Cat Lovers w/ Great Photography. I've given my wife one of these great
cat calendars every year for as long as I can remember. They're fantastic for her office and she
often sends a txt message photo on days when there's a super-cute kitty. The photography is
great as are the tidbits of info accompanying each shot. Great gift for cat lovers!”

Bailey, “I can't start the year without one!. I have been using one of these cat calendars for many
years. I wouldn't want to start a new year without one. The photos are great and the quality is
excellent. At the end of each year I switch to the new calendar and put the old one in a box with



other retired cat calendars.”

Mudponys, “Excellent gift for you! Oh, and for someone else too.. I was given this as a gift a few
years ago. I enjoyed it so much I bought myself one for my desk. Everyone enjoys it that comes
into my office. This year I bought one for 2 co workers, 3 friends and my mom. Best page a day
calendars I've seen.”

Nimbus, “Quality maintained!. This is the 7th or 8th year running we have ordered this Cat Page-
a-Day Calendar together with the matching dog version. As desk calendars go I have yet to see
one that exceeds this series for quality and this 2016 edition is no exception as the production is
of the usual high standard.For each day (at weekends it has one picture for Saturday and
Sunday) there is a high quality photograph together with an observation on the cat scenario
depicted. The pictures are both photographically good as well as being interesting and/or
amusing. Additionally, the holder supplied is really sturdy and will remain stable on your desk
throughout the year. It always gives a small lift to the beginning of my day to see the new picture
revealed by this calendar.In summary, a high quality desk calendar for 2016 that will certainly
delight any cat lover and it's good value too. Recommended.”

R Craft, LONDON, “Cat Page-A-Day Gallery Calendar (2016 calendar). Anyone who loves and
admires cats will find this calendar enchanting - 365 tremendous photos of so many beautiful
cats. And such clear graphics - no mistake what day it is! It works too - the calendar sits in a
perspex frame - very easy to assemble, and it stays upright and doesn't fall over. Altogether an
excellent calendar - and it makes a really good Christmas gift for any cat-lover.Discounted
price  - very good value  - buy it here, not in the shops.Rita Craft, London”

Bluecashmere., “A must for cat lovers.. For any lover of cats this is pure delight and will make a
delightful present. It is a high quality calendar with a wealth of fascinating photographs of all
manner of cats in all manner of situations. There is a fresh picture for each day and a bonus one
for the weekend. Already there are, no doubt, many for whom it is an annual event. For those as
yet unfamiliar with this calendar, there is a treat in store.”

dancechick, “Always a smile a day. Ideal for cat lovers everywhere, beautiful quality pictures.
Bought most years.”

Kitty Loves Books, “Perfect gift for cat lovers. I perfect gift for cat lovers! We love changing the
picture each morning and seeing the the cat of the day, some are cute, some are funny. Great
after christmas when we have enjoyed opening our advent calendars each day, now we have a
picture for every day of the year. (Be aware there is only one picture for weekends-l would like
one for each day)”



The book by Workman Publishing has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 273 people have provided
feedback.
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